RECRUITING FOR PCCHA BOARD POSITIONS!
Hello PCCHA Members,
Happy autumn! The PCCHA Board is currently recruiting for three vacant positions for the
upcoming year: Secretary, Historian, and Student Representative. Any PCCHA member is
welcome and encouraged to apply; our current board members do not all come from
healthcare backgrounds. Join our team!
Descriptions of the positions:
The Secretary assists the President and other ofﬁcers as requested. The Secretary is
responsible for recording and posting the minutes of the PCCHA business meetings to the
website. The Secretary is responsible for ensuring PCCHA By-Laws align with the ACHA ByLaws and recommending changes, if any, to the Executive Board for vote. They will also be
responsible for publishing regular PCCHA newsletters.
The Historian compiles an annual online record of PCCHA events and assists the President
as necessary. The Historian will play an active role in communicating the PCCHA narrative
and images as requested by the Executive Board. They will also be charged with managing
relevant social media accounts and updating the PCCHA website with relevant documents.
The Student Representative is responsible for representing the interests of college students
and serves as a member of the Executive Board. The Student Representative will assist the
Secretary with publishing the quarterly PCCHA newsletters and assist the Vice President with
the annual conference planning.
Beneﬁts of the positions:
Institutional recognition
Ability to collaborate with colleagues at other institutions
Participate in planning of the annual PCCHA conference
Opportunities for professional growth within the board
Many more!
Personally, as the Student Representative for the past year, I have been a part of a
welcoming group of individuals from across the western coast, ranging from Washington to
Nevada to Idaho. This allowed for a collaborative effort from individuals with unique
perspectives towards the common goal of promotion of health for students, which has greatly
beneﬁted my professional development. I strongly encourage members to apply and join the
PCCHA Board!
Please contact PCCHA President Donna Hash at hashd@wsu.edu if you would like to learn
more about the positions or are interested in serving. Please note: Secretary and Historian
are each 2-year positions and Student Representative is a 1-year position.
Yours in Health,
Thaila Nuguid

PCCHA Student Representative

Get Your Afﬁliate News in The Source!
Did you know that more coalition, afﬁliate, and section
news also appears in each issue of The Source, ACHA's
weekly e-newsletter? Check out the "Networks
Announcements" section to see what your groups are up
to!
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